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Council congratulates the Commission on articulating a strong narrative for the future of
Sydney as a polycentric city of productive, connected and liveable places, and the Western
City District as a significant contributor to this vision. The draft plans are also worthy of strong
support for their commitment to the principles of better integrating metropolitan and district
planning for land use and infrastructure, something that has perhaps been either absent or at
best obscured as part of higher order planning strategies for Sydney since the Sydney
Region Outline Plan of 1968.
Further, Council has identified some issues that are considered worthy of formal
consideration by the Commission and these matters are raised in this submission. Council
would seek to work closely with the Commission to examine these items in finer detail and
would be pleased to present suggested responses as to how the draft plans could be
enhanced.
The following sections of this submission outline Council’s main areas of interest and
additional detail on specific matters is provided in Attachments 1 to 9. Attachment 10
provides, for the Commission’s information, a copy of Council’s submission to the draft
Future Transport Strategy 2056.
PART 1 – COMMENTS RELATING TO THE DRAFT REGION AND DISTRICT PLANS
The Polycentric City Model
The Commission’s “three-city” metropolitan model seeks to distribute the benefits of the city’s
future growth more evenly, and aims for an improved distribution of economic opportunities,
jobs, and environmental quality across the whole of the city. Council strongly supports this
important planning principle and recognises that “spatial equity” is a pillar of metropolitan
resilience that must be addressed.
Whilst Council supports this model and sees significant value in such, especially when
compared to the long-held “city centric construct”, there is a belief held by Council that the
draft plans could be strengthened by working more closely with the local councils in the
Macarthur Region to forge a more pronounced recognition of Campbelltown’s regional city
significance and acknowledging the economic and social relationships that extend beyond
the Macarthur Region towards the Illawarra, Southern Highlands and Canberra.
Alignment of Draft Plans with Campbelltown’s Future Goals
The City of Campbelltown would seek to work closely with the Commission to re-examine the
draft plans to achieve better alignment between their deliverables and the aspirations of our
community, including social, commercial and non-government interests, and as far as the
following key outcomes are concerned:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

connectivity
liveability
jobs and productivity
creativity and innovation
social justice and equity
environmental sustainability
resilience.

Council notes that the draft plans present visions for the future of the Sydney metropolis and
the Western City District at 2056. The key premise of these visions is embodied within what
could be described as perhaps the most important goal for residents of Sydney and each of
the three cities within it, to achieve by 2056:
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"live within 30 minutes of their jobs, educational and health facilities, services
and great places...."
Council and the community of the City of Campbelltown would strongly argue that should this
goal be met, the quality of life in Campbelltown and the Macarthur Region would be
significantly enhanced compared to where it sits today. This is central to Council’s enduring
support for the goal of a “30 minute city”.
Significant Population Growth
The overarching challenge for Sydney has been highlighted in the draft Region Plan as the
need to accommodate a future population of over eight million people which converts into the
need for the draft Plan to facilitate 725,000 new dwellings and 817,000 additional jobs by
2036. The draft District Plan in turn identifies the need to accommodate 464,450 additional
people, 184,000 additional dwellings and between 188,000 and 221,500 jobs overall in
metropolitan cluster and strategic centres. This presents an enormous challenge for all levels
of government, and Council is keen to collaborate with the Commission to demonstrate how,
together with enabling and city shaping infrastructure, a significant portion of this future
metropolitan and district urban growth could be achieved in the Macarthur Region (including
the Campbelltown LGA).
Campbelltown City has successfully delivered significant urban development and housing for
Sydney since the 1970s, and Council would like the Commission to note that Council is not
fearful or resistant to future growth, but that the existing and future Campbelltown community
deserves the highest standards of amenity, liveability and access to opportunities. The
questions of the delivery of “enabling infrastructure” including in particular mass transit and
regional road transport connectivity, as well as the creation of local employment; and the
scale and quality of new urban development (liveability) in our City, remain the conditions
that need to be satisfied in order that this growth can be successfully accommodated.
Structure Plans
Council notes a number of key elements appearing on the structure plans for both Greater
Sydney and the Western City District, that will be significant in the City of Campbelltown’s
future growth and change scenario:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Western Sydney Airport (WSA)
Badgerys Creek Aerotropolis
Proposed Western Economic Corridor
Campbelltown-Macarthur Metropolitan City Cluster Centre
Glenfield to Macarthur Priority Urban Renewal Corridor
Investigation (0-10 years) of a north-south rail (mass transit) link connecting
Campbelltown-Macarthur to the proposed WSA/Aerotropolis and St Marys through to
Marsden Park and Rouse Hill
Investigation (0-10 years) of an extension of the South West Rail Link from Leppington
to the WSA/Aerotropolis
Proposed M9 link (freight rail and visionary road)
Classification of the Scenic Hills as part of the Metropolitan Rural Area.

The significance which Council attaches to these items is explained further in the
attachments to this submission, and may assist the Commission to better understand
Council’s concerns and desire to work closely with the Commission to enhance the efficacy
of the plans and garner greater community confidence in the capability of the Commission
and Government to deliver the benefits of a 30 minute city to enhance the quality of life for
the people of Campbelltown and the Macarthur Region.
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Recognition of future urban growth potential
In Council’s view, the structure plans need to more expressly acknowledge and deal with the
extensive areas being earmarked for future urban growth south west of the CampbelltownMacarthur Centre, being those areas currently being investigated and planned by NSW
Government Agencies for urban land release as part of the proposed Greater Macarthur
Priority Growth Area, as well as the future urban area occupied by the Wilton Priority Growth
Area. Together, these areas are understood to have a baseline potential to accommodate in
the order of more than 55,000 dwellings.
Acknowledgement of the extent of future urban growth potential, especially in light of the
focus of metropolitan planning being 2036 and thence 2056, will be important in working in
collaboration with the Commission. This is an important matter for Council because these
areas appear not to be as sufficiently and equally respected as urban release areas in the
north west of the Western City, nor the Priority Growth Investigation Areas depicted
northwards of the Western Economic Corridor. They are important future urban growth and
development opportunities, for which Council is receiving planning proposal requests, and
the Department of Planning and Environment is currently working on, in collaboration with
both Wollondilly Shire and Campbelltown City Councils. To assist the Commission’s further
consideration of this matter, specific suggestions as to how this growth could be recognised
are provided in Attachment 1.
The opportunity to grow Sydney through urban development in the City of
Campbelltown and the Macarthur Region
Council considers that through planning for, supporting and enabling extensive future urban
development within the City of Campbelltown and the Macarthur Region, including those
urban land release areas discussed above, the Commission and the NSW Government have
a strategic opportunity to achieve urban and economic development outcomes at a
metropolitan scale, that other parts of Sydney and their communities may not be able to
sustain.
The absence of any clear depiction and/or commitment to the delivery of key
transformational regional transport infrastructure in the City of Campbelltown and particularly
in the areas located southwards of the Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre, may be taken to
mean that there is possibly no or little translated confidence that these areas will develop and
grow within 20 years, or at best there will be some development, but at a scale not worthy of
supporting with investment in critically enabling infrastructure. Council is not certain that this
is indeed the case and as part of its current work on the Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre, is
undertaking further investigation into development and population modelling and validation,
to help underpin growth and population estimates for the City. The outcomes of this work will
be presented to the Commission for review and discussion with Council. As Council is certain
the Commission would agree, it is critical that the draft plans, and subsequent
implementation plans and actions, adopt validated baseline assumptions concerning the
extent and location of growth and development. For example, this would be fundamental to
planning and decision making for transport and other infrastructure investment.
This issue is relevant background to consideration by the Commission of a potential reexamination of the draft plans and their structure plans. This is important especially when
account is taken of the significant investment the NSW Government, Council and the private
and institutional sectors have made (and is signalling will make in the future) in the
Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre.
New communities and the “market”, as they emerge, deserve for the draft Region and District
plans to express a much greater degree of certainty that transport infrastructure in particular,
would deliver them a link to jobs, facilities and services in Campbelltown-Macarthur (and
beyond) quickly and efficiently. This would enable them to appropriately access their regional
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city centre within 30 minutes and take benefit of the key infrastructure that already exists
there such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

regional scale shopping facilities
the Campbelltown Public Hospital which is earmarked for a $632m upgrade
Western Sydney University including the School of Medicine and recently opened
Clinical School
Campbelltown TAFE
Campbelltown Art Gallery
the proposed Macarthur Regional Centre for Sports and Health Excellence
the Campbelltown Sports Stadium.

Signalling the identification of the need for planning (such as for example by preserving rail,
light rail, rapid bus corridors), and the commitment to deliver that infrastructure to enable
transport connectivity would be a positive boon for the City of Campbelltown and the Greater
Macarthur and Wilton Priority Growth Areas.
This would build greater incentive across the private sector to invest in the future
Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre to more truly sustain its role and function as a Metropolitan
Cluster Centre, and grow investment in enterprise and employment opportunities.
Additional detailed comments on the Infrastructure and Collaboration Priorities identified for
the Western City District are provided in Attachment 2.
Public Transport Connectivity
Rail/Mass Transit
Consistent with the draft Future Transport Strategy 2056, there appears to be a constrained
approach included and illustrated within the draft plans, for upgrading key public transport
connectivity that is directly relevant and which would deliver significant liveability and
productivity outcomes for the City of Campbelltown and the wider Macarthur Region
including the Greater Macarthur Urban Release Areas and Wilton New Town.
The only readily identifiable action directly relevant to the City of Campbelltown, described for
this essential broader Sydney and District wide connectivity infrastructure, is for investigation
within 0-10 years, of the proposal for a north-south rail link connecting Campbelltown–
Macarthur to the WSA/Aerotropolis through the Western Sydney Employment Area to St
Marys and beyond to Marsden Park and Rouse Hill, linking with the North West Metro.
As the Commission would be aware, Council is a strong advocate for the north – south rail
link, for it would deliver significant and city shaping benefits for the Western City,
Metropolitan Sydney, the City of Campbelltown and the Macarthur Region.
The representation of the north-south rail link as part of the draft plans, and the
acknowledgement of the significance of this link to drive the reshaping of the Western City, to
achieve better productivity, liveability and equity outcomes, is applauded by Council. The
commitment only to investigate this link within the next ten years, however, is of concern to
the future of the growth of the Macarthur Region. Any delay in a commitment to delivery of
that rail beyond ten years, to service the existing and future populations of City of
Campbelltown, Camden and the Wollondilly Shire, Council believes, will thwart community
and investor confidence, disadvantage access to new enterprises and jobs in and around the
Aerotroplis, Western Sydney Airport and the Western Economic Corridor, and potentially
breach the faith generated by the draft plans for a better spatial distribution of the benefits of
growth that the Western City stands to generate. Council wishes to work more closely with
the Commission to strengthen the case for the early delivery of the north-south rail link to
benefit our community.
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There are two other important issues that Council would seek to raise here, that have
supporting relevance to mass transit connectivity.
Firstly, the proposal to extend a mass transit connection between Leppington and the
WSA/Aerotropolis is only earmarked by the draft plans for investigation within 0-10 years.
Further, this connection does not incorporate a “Y link” at Glenfield to facilitate direct
connectivity between Campbelltown-Macarthur and the WSA/Aerotropolis, which has been
presented by Council in response to the Western Sydney Rail Needs Scoping Study and as
part of its submission to the draft Future Transport Strategy 2056.
This is a priority for Council and the existing and future communities of the City of
Campbelltown and the Wollondilly Shire, and has been raised in discussions between the
Commission and Council previously. Again, Council would wish to confirm with the
Commission its strong support for the extension of the South-West Rail Link from Leppington
to connect with the Western Sydney Airport, Aerotroplis and Western Economic Corridor.
Further, the case for a “Y” link at Glenfield would provide for direct connectivity without the
need to change trains or modes at Glenfield. Council seeks the Commission’s support for
this initiative.
Secondly, Council would promote (for the purposes of the Greater Macarthur Priority Growth
Area Urban Land Release Areas and for Wilton New Town), the immediate need to identify,
plan for and preserve potential mass transit/ light rail corridor(s) to link these areas with
Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre, for the range of reasons cited above. The opportunity to
commit to this work, as part of planning for these relatively ‘isolated’ urban release areas is
very important. The opportunity to extend these links to connect with the Illawarra, is also
worthy of serious investigation by the Commission, together with the Councils of the City of
Campbelltown and the Shire of Wollondilly.
In addition, the City of Campbelltown fully supports what it understands to be Wollondilly
Shire’s efforts to have further and immediate investigation of making provision for
electrification of rail from Macarthur to Wilton and beyond to Picton, and again, potentially
connecting to the Illawarra. The South West Illawarra Rail Link (SWIRL) proposal is worthy of
serious examination for the economic benefits and inter regional connectivity this initiative
could deliver to the Western City, and enhanced future economic and development
outcomes.
Council also acknowledges more localised connectivity challenges in the draft District Plan
and these are discussed in a later section of this submission.
Rapid Bus Connectivity
The recognition by the draft plans of the significance of rapid bus connectivity linking key
urban housing areas (existing and future) with their metropolitan and strategic centres, as
well as their importance in linking centres and economic hubs with each other, is welcomed
by Council.
Pages 10 and 11 of the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan, entitled “The Plan on Page” does
not depict any Bus Rapid Transport (BRT) connectivity between the WSA/Aerotropolis and
Campbelltown-Macarthur. The early delivery of these links is critical to the well-being of the
City of Campbelltown, its economy and community, especially before the time direct mass
rail connectivity can be delivered.
Similar comment can be made with respect to an absence from the map of mention of intraregional public transport connectivity between Picton, Wilton New Town, and the Greater
Macarthur Priority Growth Area Urban Land Releases to the Campbelltown-Macarthur
Centre. The geographical isolation of these areas and the need to commence planning for
corridor preservation to accommodate public transport connectivity with their respective
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regional city centre is critical to the Macarthur Region’s success. Council would urge the
Commission to redress this omission as a matter of urgency in conjunction with Transport for
NSW and the Department of Planning and Environment and in collaboration with the City of
Campbelltown and Wollondilly Shire Council. Without these critical intra-regional transport
links in place, our communities will be isolated, from the start, from the economic investment
and new jobs being created at the Western Sydney Airport, Aerotroplis and Western
Economic Corridor, as well as at Campbelltown – Macarthur.
Strategic Road Connectivity
The draft plans do not appear to address the significant road connectivity needs of the
southern parts of the Western City, although Council would like to acknowledge some limited
attention given to this issue by the draft Western City District Plan.
There are a number of critical regional road corridors that would provide strategic linkages
from which significant economic benefit would be generated, for not just the City of
Campbelltown but also for the whole of the Western City. These are listed in Attachment 3
and should be retained and/or included in the draft plans, both from a strategic planning and
a delivery perspective.
Balance government attention, investment and support for the Aerotropolis and
Western Economic Corridor by supporting economic development opportunities that
are currently available in western Sydney’s established manufacturing and
employment zones
From the outset, Council acknowledges and supports the Commission’s commitment to the
preservation of employment and urban services lands as an important contribution to helping
to retain the Western City’s capacity to support manufacturing industry and grow new
industries, such as for example advanced manufacturing.
However, and to some degree understandably given the level of government investment in
the development of the Western Sydney Airport, there is what Council considers to be an
overwhelming spatial focus by the draft Plans, upon the Western Sydney Airport/Aerotropolis
itself.
Consequently, there is some reason to conclude that there is conversely disproportionate
attention granted to some other centres and places, in terms of recognising and making the
most of their economic and employment development potential.
Such potential can be facilitated by investing in enabling infrastructure, economic planning,
and other incentives to encourage the retention, renewal and activation of older employment
areas.
This issue is a particularly important matter for the Commission and the draft Plans to be
concerned with, especially given the historic and positive legacy of extensive manufacturing
areas and enterprises, that already exist and which employ significant numbers of people.
These are located across the Western City at places such as the Ingleburn and Minto
industrial areas.
These manufacturers need the pro-active attention and support of all levels of Government,
including Councils, in the form of assistance to identify, leverage and implement new
opportunities for their transformation into local advanced manufacturing precincts. These
precincts should be positioned, linked (both physically and in an enterprise network sense)
and strengthened to assist their incumbent manufacturers to maximise the opportunity being
afforded by the Western Sydney Airport Gateway and supply chain opportunities generated
by new investment into the Aerotropolis.
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The draft Plans appear to be quiet on this significant issue. The capacity exists in these
areas, and is currently underutilised. The opportunity must be exercised to assist the growth
and development of the whole of the Western City. Council would like to work in unison with
the Commission and the NSW Department of Industry to forge new solutions to enable
existing manufacturers to adjust their potential to leverage against the opportunities created
by the Western Sydney Airport to retain and create new employment.
Additional detailed comments on the Productivity Priorities identified for the Western City
District are provided in Attachment 4.
The Centres Hierarchy
In terms of the centres hierarchy that is put forward for the Western City, Council is pleased
for Campbelltown-Macarthur to be part of the Metropolitan City Cluster but believes that (for
reasons outlined in other sections of this submission), Campbelltown-Macarthur should also
retain its Regional City status given its trade area and service catchment role for the wider
Macarthur Region and beyond.
Ingleburn, which is located at a central point along the Glenfield to Macarthur Priority Urban
Renewal Corridor, has long been considered as the Campbelltown LGA’s second central
business district and as an important centre serving the central part of the LGA. Ingleburn
has a true “urban village” feel and certainly has the potential to develop into a strategic
centre for business and office based commercial development. There is also potential for the
centre to become activated via mixed use development and to develop its own distinctive
night time economy in the existing “open forum” town centre environment.
Glenfield is located at the northern end of the Glenfield to Macarthur Priority Urban Renewal
Corridor. It has also been identified as a Priority Growth Precinct by the NSW Department of
Planning and Environment. The importance of Glenfield as a location with direct rail linkages
to many parts of Sydney, KSA and potentially to the WSA and its associated Aerotropolis
needs to be acknowledged. Council believes that a review of the positioning of the Glenfield
Centre is required in light of its strategic location and the potential that the centre has for
significant employment development. Further, focus of development on land within the
Hurlstone Agricultural High School site should be for a more appropriate balance of housing
and employment opportunities. Glenfield has substantial economic development potential
that should be complemented by mixed use development opportunities and not designated
as a commuter dormitory. Council would welcome the support of the Commission to confer
with the Department of Planning and Environment and NSW Government Property on this
important matter.
Miscellaneous matters
Supplementary to the above, there are a number of more detailed matters that Council would
like to discuss further with the Commission before the draft Plan is finalised. These issues,
whilst they may be considered “minor” on an overall metropolitan scale, have specific
relevance to the City of Campbelltown and should be reviewed for accuracy and /or to
ensure that the draft Plan is reflective of metropolitan outcomes that can be achieved locally.
These matters are detailed in Attachment 5.
PART 2 – COMMENTS RELATING TO THE DRAFT DISTRICT PLAN
Size and Extent of the Western City
The Western City District, and the broader yet undefined Western Parkland City, cover a vast
area, particularly when compared to the Eastern Harbour City and the Central City.
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For a District and City of this magnitude to be successful, infrastructure and connectivity
must be addressed. What is required is an urgent and firm commitment to the planning,
funding and delivery of critical north-south and east-west transport infrastructure. Links, and
particularly public transport and regional road corridors that efficiently connect communities
with economic hubs - jobs and services/facilities, will be critical to the success of the delivery
of the District Plan. Council respectfully requests that the Commission continue to advocate
for and pursue mechanisms via which this infrastructure and connectivity can be delivered in
a timely and efficient manner.
Further, Council considers the geographical size of the District as both a challenge as a
major strategic opportunity for Campbelltown, its economy and community. The strategic
significance, location and advantages of Campbelltown, and particularly the CampbelltownMacarthur Centre, position it to play a critical role not only as part of the Western City
District’s metropolitan cluster but also as a strategic regional scale centre in its own right.
The Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre will play a pivotal role in servicing the existing and
expanding District population, particularly until such time as the WSA and Aerotropolis are
fully operational, and also as the key Regional Centre for the Greater Macarthur, the
Southern Highlands and potentially for parts of the Illawarra, both now and for the long-term
future. This role places Campbelltown-Macarthur as the main centre for job density and
access to major health and education services for the southern part of the Western City and
beyond. Campbelltown-Macarthur’s higher order role is necessary and appropriate and will
succeed as surrounding centres may not be able to service the exponential population
growth on their own and achieve the goal of creating a 30 minute city. Furthermore, if the
proposed Western Sydney Intermodal is established, Campbelltown-Macarthur’s strategic
location would potentially allow it to provide a major service administration centre for the
facility.
Vision and Identity
The merging of the South West and West Districts to form the new Western City District has
resulted in the loss of some of the local identity and content from the original draft South
West District Plan. It is requested that this be revisited, particularly as the draft District Plan is
heavily focused on a place based approach to planning. In this regard, the Western Parkland
City needs to be clearly defined spatially and via the narrative, as it appears to be broader
than the Western City District. Council would be more than pleased to assist the Commission
in this regard. Further, the vision for the District needs to be more ambitious and describe the
benefits that people will be able to gain from living, working and investing in the area and
experiencing its unique opportunities, character, qualities, culture and vitality. Additional
suggestions for the GSC to consider reinstating more local context are provided in
Attachments 4, 7 and 8 which discuss the draft Plans’ productivity, liveability and
sustainability priorities and the associated narratives.
Campbelltown-Macarthur Collaboration Area
Council is delighted that Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre is identified as a Collaboration
Area. Council also welcomes the identification of and support for the emerging
Campbelltown-Macarthur Health and Education Precinct. The opportunity provided by the
identification of Campbelltown-Macarthur as a Collaboration Area to shape, enable and build
on:
•
•
•
•

existing and expanding infrastructure, facilities and services
world class health and education facilities
recently completed work by Council and Deloitte on a vision and strategy for the
Campbelltown-Macarthur Health and Education Precinct
cutting-edge, evidence based analytics, investigations and visioning (currently being
undertaken by Council in conjunction with a consortium of urban specialist consultants
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led by Deloitte and including Deloitte, Cox, Jacobs and Kinesis) for a “Reimagined
Campbelltown-Macarthur”,
…must not be underestimated. Council looks forward to working in partnership with the
Commission to unlock and develop Campbelltown’s potential and strategic advantages, for
the benefit of not just the Campbelltown Local Government Area but for the Western City and
Greater Sydney as a whole. A list of suggested actions for the Collaboration Area is included
in Attachment 6 for the Commission’s preliminary consideration.
The opportunity to make Campbelltown an economic, social and cultural powerhouse for the
south west and southern areas of the Western City can be further enhanced by ensuring
appropriate infrastructure and connectivity are delivered to support Campbelltown’s capacity
to serve the District and the broader Region.
Critical Infrastructure, Connectivity and Corridor Preservation
Provision of critical infrastructure and preservation of corridors for this infrastructure require a
genuine upfront commitment immediately by the Commission and governments at all levels
including Council, to the delivery of “enabling” and city shaping infrastructure to grow the
Western City and make it the economic powerhouse that it has the potential to become.
There is an absolute need for the NSW Government to work to urgently preserve corridors
and sites for major catalytic transport and other infrastructure and to commit to the delivery of
this infrastructure in the short-term.
If these corridors are not preserved now whilst land remains largely undeveloped in many
areas, and recognising that land use planning is taking place for these areas right now,
acquisition of improved land later will likely become increasingly cost prohibitive and
unpalatable to the community as recent projects around Sydney requiring land acquisition
can attest.
Specific infrastructure and corridors that Council believes are essential to the successful
shaping, economic prosperity and liveability of the Western City and also to the City of
Campbelltown and the Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre are listed at Attachment 3. Council
would appreciate the opportunity to discuss the importance of these critical connecting
infrastructure projects with the Commission and the relevant government departments and
agencies.
Further, the provision by Government of world class digital infrastructure and connectivity to
metropolitan, strategic and local centres, employment areas and both existing and new
residential areas is essential and must be prioritised to enable full participation in the growing
digital and global network and economy.
Sydney’s Central City (centred on Parramatta and the Olympic Park Peninsula) is currently
requiring significant infrastructure investment to not only address current and future growth
but also the existing infrastructure backlogs existing within that City. Taking a strategic and
proactive approach to providing for the city shaping, connectivity and servicing infrastructure
for the Western City now, will work towards preventing a similar situation developing for this
emerging City. It is imperative that there is a move away from the policy of providing
infrastructure once a particular demand threshold has been met to justify its provision.
Instead, city shaping infrastructure needs to be provided up-front to stimulate demand and
drive economic growth on the back of conveying greater certainty to the marketplace and the
community – i.e. infrastructure investment must be “enabling”.
The Commission and the NSW Government are encouraged to provide the market with
direction and incentives now to reserve land for optimal use and uptake once the
infrastructure is operational. If this is not done, land within and along the infrastructure
corridors will likely be developed for inappropriate land uses or uses at inappropriate and
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less than optimal densities and the once in a lifetime opportunity to capitalise on proximity to
infrastructure could effectively be lost.
Council firmly believes that the Commission and the Department of Planning and
Environment need to be empowered to align and sequence the planning and delivery of
infrastructure priorities spatially, so that the planning priorities, actions and narrative of the
draft District Plan can be achieved. Additionally, Government agencies need to be
coordinated to deliver the facilities and services that will be required by the growing
population. The Growth Compact model is supported by Council on the basis that Council
would be engaged in its design and operation.
In the event that the required infrastructure and servicing is not provided by Government, the
draft District Plan may become a missed opportunity to:
•
•
•
•

grow the Western Sydney community and economy,
rely upon the Western City to accommodate much of Sydney’s demand for new
development and housing in particular,
support the ongoing resilience of Sydney as a true global city, and
redress the historic social injustice and inequity that has long prevailed in South
Western and Western Sydney.

Employment Self-Containment, Innovation and Opportunities
The areas that now constitute the Western City District have a long history of relatively low
employment self-containment. It would assist if the draft District Plan could provide jobs
targets to address the existing and future imbalance. Council strongly encourages the
Commission and the Department of Planning and Environment to establish a policy and
targets to achieve at least a 1:1 ratio of jobs to dwellings (both existing and new). Five year
dwelling and jobs targets need to be established for each local government area within the
District. Stronger and broader employment targets need to be established not just for the
metropolitan cluster and strategic centres but also for local centres, industrial areas and
other out of centre areas that have the potential to generate jobs. The District Plans’ focus
needs to be on quantity, quality, type and distribution of economic activities and employment
opportunities across the whole District, rather than being so heavily focused on the WSA and
Aerotropolis. The planning system also needs to focus on developing additional opportunities
for people to work from home and from business incubator/hubs within their local areas.
Council is aware that the Department of Planning and Environment currently prioritises the
administration of planning proposals that concern themselves with the generation of new
housing. Similar priority must be assigned to employment generating proposals.
The draft District Plan’s narrative relating to advanced manufacturing refers to a number of
sectors which could leverage from the development of the WSA. Opportunities for advanced
manufacturing to leverage from both the airport/aerotropolis and the health and education
precincts should also be noted and explored. There is scope and potential for precision
engineering and advanced manufacturing to develop medical and other products within the
District for use domestically and for international export. Council notes the Commission’s
commitment to the protection of industrial lands and supports the Commission in this
endeavour.
As stated previously, this issue is an important matter especially given the historic and
positive legacy of extensive manufacturing areas, employing significant numbers of people,
being located within the District at places such as the Ingleburn and Minto industrial areas.
These manufacturers deserve the pro-active attention and support of Government in the form
of assistance to identify, leverage and implement new opportunities for transformation into
local advanced manufacturing precincts.
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The capacity exists in these areas, and is currently underutilised. Again there is a question of
spatial equity and opportunity that must be addressed by the Commission in the first
instance, and not relegate the much needed opportunity to bolster the transformation and
longer term resilience of such areas, to avoid further decline and loss, especially in the face
of new investment by Government seemingly focussed on the Aerotropolis precinct and
Western Economic Corridor. The value of existing industrial lands is important and Council
would like to work with the Commission to further enhance existing opportunities and the
potential that these areas offer.
Housing Sydney’s Population Growth
In terms of its contribution towards housing Sydney’s population growth, Council is confident
that the City of Campbelltown has the capacity to achieve its five year housing target of
6,800 new dwellings by 2021. However, it is concerned that the draft District Plan’s narrative
on the significant growth that is expected in the Priority Growth Areas and Precincts does not
include the predicted lot/dwelling numbers nor any clear employment figures for these areas,
including in particular the Greater Macarthur Priority Growth Area and the Wilton New Town
Priority Growth Area. These two growth areas together have the potential to provide for more
than 75,000 new dwellings. Whilst it is acknowledged that these figures are included in
project specific documentation, they need to be included in the District Plan to provide a
quantifiable overall measure of expected growth within the District, and the basis upon which
to understand, acknowledge, and provide for critical infrastructure needs.
Council is also committed to working with the Commission to establish further targets and
strategies for general and affordable housing within Campbelltown. However, it seeks
clarification of the need for preparation of an extensive housing strategy and a further
significant contribution to affordable housing given that most of its growth will occur in urban
renewal areas and as part of the Greater Macarthur Priority Growth Area for which housing
targets have already been considered. To balance housing and jobs (as discussed above),
significant land and opportunities for employment need to be included in this renewal and
growth corridor. Council also seeks clarification of whether preparation of strategies and
commitments to housing provision could potentially exempt it from the provisions of the
Affordable Rental Housing SEPP and any other relevant SEPP provisions.
Additional detailed comments on the Liveability Priorities identified for the Western City
District are provided in Attachment 7.
Sustainability and the Natural Environment
The exponential growth expected in the Western City District will occur in the context of a
sensitive natural environment and the distinctive topography of the Western Parkland City.
Council wishes to stress the importance of a balanced approach to growth that respects
waterways, bushland and biodiversity and addresses environmental issues such as climate
change and the urban heat island effect. Council supports the Commission’s initiatives to
expand Sydney’s Green Grid and open space networks. It also supports measures aimed at
integrating more trees and natural landscape elements into new developments and
redevelopment areas and protection of the Metropolitan Rural Area.
The other main points that Council respectfully raises with the GSC are summarised below:
•

Specific mechanisms for protecting major environmental assets, such as
Campbelltown’s Scenic Hills and significant bushland areas, need to be included in the
draft District Plan. Council would like to discuss with the Commission the possible
means as to how this could be achieved.

•

Council supports initiatives to expand Sydney’s Green Grid and open space networks
although would suggest that more attention could be focused on the Georges River and
the upper reaches of the Nepean River, to supplement the innovative ideas put forward
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for the South Creek corridor. The City of Campbelltown would actively encourage the
Commission to partner with it on priority initiatives for these two important
environmental opportunities and balance the priority green grid project distribution
evenly across the District.
•

The District Plan needs to more strongly consider and protect heritage assets and
landscapes.

•

The issue of regional air quality, monitoring and mechanisms for ameliorative action
needs to be addressed. Such mechanisms need to take account of the extent and
nature of future development within the Western City, which are and will only be
exacerbated by higher car dependency in the shadow of poor public transport
accessibility. The implications of any diminution in regional air quality for the health of
our community need to be monitored and understood. Council would seek to have
further discussion with the Commission on this important issue.

•

There needs to be a commitment to identifying sites for waste management, including
recycling and disposal, to service the growing population.

Additional detailed comments on the Sustainability Priorities identified for the Western City
District are provided in Attachment 8.
PART 3 – IMPLEMENTATION IN THE CONTEXT OF THE NSW PLANNING SYSTEM
The draft Region and District plans both provide a valuable strategic planning framework for
the future of Sydney and the Western City District. It is considered essential that this higherorder planning is able to be implemented via a planning system that is responsive to creating
prosperous, sustainable, liveable and connected regions and districts. A statutory planning
framework that will allow place based planning would assist greatly in effective
implementation.
It is agreed that an implementation strategy needs to form a significant part of any region and
district plans. It is understood that once finalised, district plans will give effect to the Greater
Sydney Region Plan and outline the planning priorities consistent with the Region Plan and
the actions to achieve the priorities.
It is believed that in order to be successful and to enable accurate monitoring and evaluation,
the actions need to be specific in the outcomes that need to be achieved, the responsible
authorities, the funding mechanisms and the timeframes for delivery.
Council also understands that finalisation of the Region Plan and District Plan will require it to
update its local environmental plan to give effect to the District Plan within either two years or
three years of the District Plan being finalised – with priority councils to receive funding
required to meet the shorter timeframe. However, it is unclear how this can be achieved
without the District Plan being more specific; the Standard Instrument LEP being more
flexible to enable more effective place-based planning and support for innovation; and with
State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs) still being able to override region
(metropolitan), district and local plans. The rigidity and limitations imposed on councils by the
Standard Instrument LEP, and the ability of SEPPs to override LEP provisions need urgent
discussion if the successful implementation of the Region and district plans is to be achieved.
Whilst ever the Region and district plans are located below SEPPs in the NSW planning
systems’ hierarchy, the ability to achieve full implementation of the visions, planning priorities
and actions within these lower order plans run some risk of potentially being compromised.
This is a fundamental and systematic problem that could possibly undermine the success of
the Commission’s vision. Council urges the Commission to advocate for the status of the
Region and district plans to at least be raised to the same level as SEPPs rather than
remaining subservient to them. Ideally, as the Region and district plans set the direction for
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the future, they should have the ability to override SEPPs that are not consistent with them.
This is an important and strategic administration imperative that Council feels strongly about.
Council also understands that planning proposals will need to have regard to the draft and
final district plans. For councils to be able to give due regard to these higher order planning
documents, clear guidance needs to be provided. This needs to be via both clearer and more
accurate mapping within the regional and district plans and via detailed practice notes.
Mapping needs to be clear and accurate so that it is easy to identify which parcels of land fall
within certain areas and categories. Broad scale mapping, such as that currently provided in
the draft District Plans and the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan, is not as useful for the
purposes of assessment as they could and should be and may create ambiguity and delays
in the proposal assessment process. Practice notes need to clearly articulate how planning
proposals need to be assessed against the higher order plans and what (if any) level of
inconsistency will be tolerated – this is similar to the current process of assessing planning
proposals against Ministerial Directions made under Section 117 of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act, 1979.
The Commission is to be congratulated on introducing metrics into the draft Region and
district plans to enable annual performance monitoring. The required reporting may have
significant resourcing impacts on councils and Council would like to work with the
Commission in developing ideas to assist local government. Suggestions for refining the
actual metrics put forward in the draft Western City District Plan are provided in Attachment 9
and Council would be pleased to discuss these suggestions with the Commission in more
detail if considered appropriate. For the Commission’s information, Council is in the course of
developing a series of metrics relevant to the future planning and in assessment of the
performance of the Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre. Council would be pleased to share the
outcomes of that work with the Commission, once developed.
Council would also like to work with the Commission to encourage finalisation of the review
of the current limitations of the developer contributions system as a matter of urgency.
Questions surrounding issues of value capture, voluntary planning agreements, Section 94
planning, land tax and the like must be resolved as soon as possible in order to build greater
certainty for both the market and governments, including local Councils. This is an
imperative, so to enable the NSW Government and councils to better organise the funding
and delivery of community infrastructure to enable the City’s growth to continue and be
sustainable. As stated earlier in this submission, the roll-out of the concept of the Growth
Compact, in partnership with Councils and respective government and service agencies, is
supported by Council.
Conclusion
The draft plans provide newly proposed overarching planning strategies for metropolitan
Sydney and the Western City District respectively. These draft plans have been prepared in
conjunction with the draft Future Transport Strategy 2056. Council considers that the latest
proposed metropolitan strategy and district plan are the first such strategies in many years
that seriously seek to embrace the concept of integrating transport with land use planning,
and this initiative is worthy of high commendation.
Council would like to work with the Commission to further strengthen the draft plans to
demonstrate more clearly and specifically that they adopt transport holistically (in terms of
both planning, but even more-so, commitment to delivery) as a comprehensive “enabler” of
major city shaping outcomes that would benefit the whole of metropolitan Sydney and the
Western City District. This need emerges upon reflection of existing transport (particularly
public transport) commitments by the NSW Government, which at face value seem
overwhelmingly focused in the Eastern Harbour and Central River Cities.
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Please be assured that Council is committed to working in partnership with the Commission
to address the items raised in this submission and to move forward in delivering the Region
and District plans. The value of the plans to guide policy and decisions that will shape the
future of the Western City, is highly respected by Council, and represents a renewed
opportunity for district and local planning to be closely aligned to achieve the Commission’s
overall metropolitan goal of a 30 minute city focused on growth, connectivity, spatial equity,
productivity, liveability, sustainability and resilience.
Within the draft plans’ own narratives, the City of Campbelltown and the Macarthur region
demonstrate clearly the case and need for economic and community benefits to be delivered
to facilitate and support its future growth and development. The absence of any significant
commitment to the delivery of key infrastructure items such as the north-south rail, requires
further discussion and resolution by the Commission, in collaboration with and enlisting the
support of local government, which Council is pleased to offer.
Council would appreciate the opportunity to meet with yourself, together with the
Commission’s Geoff Roberts and Sarah Hill, the Secretary of the Department of Planning
and the Minister for Planning, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP. Council would like to take such
opportunity to elaborate on the items raised in this submission and discuss how the Council
would seek to partner with the Commission and the Department on planning and delivering
the opportunities afforded by the City of Campbelltown, to achieve great outcomes for our
city and community.
If opportunity exists to meet as requested above, I would appreciate the Commission’s
assistance in helping to identify arrangements that would be mutually convenient to all
parties, and particularly the Minister’s office. I can be contacted directly on
.
Council reiterates its commitment to working in close partnership with the Commission on
finalising and then bringing the Plans to fruition.
Yours sincerely

Lindy Deitz
General Manager
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ATTACHMENT 1
Suggestions for recognition of future urban growth
potential
Council puts forward the following suggestions as to how the draft Greater Sydney Region
Plan could more clearly acknowledge the significant growth in South Western Sydney:
•

Council observes that the “Plan on a Page” appearing at pages 10 and 11 truncates the
central and southern components of the Greater Macarthur Urban Land Release Areas
as well as totally omits the Wilton Priority Growth Area

•

This omission is repeated on Pages 12 and 13 on the maps entitled Principal Spatial
Elements. It would seem appropriate to acknowledge these areas as principle spatial
element of the future Greater Sydney Metropolitan Area

•

The omission is again repeated on maps included on page 23 entitled “Greater
Sydney’s Changing Urban Form: 1996-2036. Council believes that it could reasonably
be expected that the Macarthur Priority Growth Urban Release Areas and the Wilton
New Town would have (at least in part) significantly developed in that time

•

The map at page 51 entitled Housing Targets 2016 - 2036 states a 20 year target for
the Western City as 184,500 new dwellings including the depiction of the Greater
Macarthur and Wilton Priority Growth Areas

•

The Map at page 53 entitled “Future Housing; government programs and preferred
locations for consideration” depicts part of the Greater Macarthur Priority Growth Area
and the Wilton Priority Growth Area as Land Release Area

•

The Map at page 105 entitled Metropolitan and Strategic Centres depicts the Greater
Macarthur and Wilton Priority Growth Area but shows no proposal to identify a strategic
centre within either of these areas, considerably deviating from the pattern shown for
other parts of the Western City including centres at Marsden Park, Leppington, and
Narellan

•

The map at page 140 entitled Boundary of the Urban Area includes the Greater
Macarthur and Wilton Priority Growth Areas shown as “urban areas”

•

The map shown at page 157 entitled Greater Sydney Structure Plan includes the
Greater Macarthur and Wilton Priority Growth Areas but excises them from detailed
representation from the map on the following page (pages 158-159).
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ATTACHMENT 2
Detailed comments on Infrastructure and Collaboration
Priorities
The draft plan acknowledges the importance of infrastructure in shaping, connecting and
servicing a growing city, and that cross-government and private sector collaboration is
required to facilitate this growth.
W1 - Planning for a city supported by infrastructure
The Council of the City of Campbelltown is fully supportive of the need for catalytic, enabling
and servicing infrastructure for the Western Parkland City and the Western City District. The
draft District Plan provides ambitious statements of intent, and it would assist to have solid
commitment to the funding and delivery of the required infrastructure. Many of the actions
and responsibilities contained within the draft District Plan are non-specific and none have
assigned timeframes for delivery. Additionally, there are no specific metrics for measuring the
performance of Government in the funding and delivery of the infrastructure required to
shape, develop and service the Western Parkland City and the Western City District.
W2 - Working through collaboration
Collaboration is considered as fundamental to successful strategic planning for Sydney’s
future. In this regard Council’s Director City Growth and Economy has played a pivotal role in
coordinating and facilitating the Western Sydney City Deal aimed at achieving good
governance, infrastructure and investment, jobs and skills, innovation, connectivity,
productivity, liveability and sustainability for the Western City District.
Campbelltown City Council is delighted that Campbelltown-Macarthur has been identified as
a collaboration area.
Council has been undertaking its own background work to set a vision and develop a
strategy for the Campbelltown-Macarthur Health and Education Precinct, and to gather data,
analytics, ideas and a solid evidence base to frame further collaborative work for the
Campbelltown-Macarthur CBD. Council will embrace the opportunity to partner with the
Commission, to expedite commencement of this project and utilise Council’s current work to
facilitate positive and appropriate outcomes for the Campbelltown-Macarthur Collaboration
Area.
Council is committed to working constructively and in partnership with the Commission and
the NSW Department of Planning and Environment to facilitate the Greater Macarthur Priority
Growth Area including the Glenfield to Macarthur Urban Renewal Corridor and the land
releases at Menangle Park, Mount Gilead and Greater Gilead. It is also committed to
delivering an optimal planning outcome for the Glenfield Priority Precinct that achieves both
housing supply and a significant contribution to local employment opportunities.
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ATTACHMENT 3
Specific infrastructure, corridor and transport initiatives
Council requests that the Commission consider retaining, enhancing and in some cases
adding the following initiatives to the draft plans:
•

Badgally Road Extension and Upgrade
The upgrade and extension of Badgally Road linking Gregory Hills Drive and the South
West Growth Centre to the Campbelltown-Macarthur CBD (as perhaps the Growth
Centre’s most important regional city centre) and incorporating a bridge crossing over
the Southern Railway Line directly into the CBD core is considered essential.
This would give critical road and on-road public transport access into the CBD and
assist in the greater connectivity of the two sides of the centre which is currently
dissected by the Southern Railway Line. This is important given the presence of key
facilities and services such as the Campbelltown Public Hospital, Western Sydney
University, Campbelltown TAFE, Campbelltown Health and Education Precinct,
Macarthur Square regional shopping centre, Campbelltown Sports Stadium,
Campbelltown Arts Centre and the Sports and Health Centre of Excellence (which is
currently in design phase) within the Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre and there
currently being only one east-west access route linking to the centre via Narellan Road.
This connectivity will drive the economic development of the Campbelltown-Macarthur
Centre and help realise the opportunities for investment in services, facilities and jobs
and achieving the goals set for the centre by the draft District Plan.
Commitment to the extension and upgrade of Badgally Road is a precursor to
enhanced private sector investment into Campbelltown-Macarthur to drive much
needed job creation.

•

Spring Farm Road Link
Construction of the Spring Farm Arterial linking Camden and the southern parts of the
Campbelltown LGA, facilitating the delivery of significant new housing numbers as part
of the Greater Macarthur Priority Growth Area and improved regional interconnectivity.

•

Appin Road Upgrade
This upgrade is required to service population growth to the south of Campbelltown and
greater District and broader connectivity.

•

A decision about the future of the Georges River Parkway.

•

Commitment to the location and configuration of the corridor for the M9/Outer Sydney
Orbital.

•

Commitment to the location and configuration of a Western Sydney Freight Line
corridor, designed in collaboration with Council.

•

Commitment to the upgrading and extension of Cambridge Avenue linking the
proposed Moorebank Intermodal with the Hume Highway.

•

Expediting Stage 2 of the Campbelltown Hospital upgrade and expansion.
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ATTACHMENT 4
Detailed comments on Productivity Priorities
The draft Greater Sydney Region Plan and the draft district plans establish and reflect the
notion of Greater Sydney as a metropolis of three cities to improve productivity, investment
and jobs growth, support economic diversity, support internationally competitive sectors, and
rebalance the region’s eastern economic focus so that all three cities benefit from growth.
Council believes that Campbelltown and particularly the Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre
have a significant and strategic role to play in fostering the economic growth, employment
capacity, skills base and productivity for the Western City District, particularly the southern
part, and in linking to and serving the population and economic catchments of the Southern
Highlands, parts of the Illawarra, Canberra and beyond.
W7 - Establishing the land use and transport structure to deliver a liveable,
productive and sustainable Western Parkland City
The draft District Plan acknowledges the importance of establishing a structure for the
management of land use and transport infrastructure to deliver a liveable, productive and
sustainable Western Parkland City. Commitment to the significant east-west and north-south
transport infrastructure needs to be made now before additional development within the
District is approved, particularly if the goal of achieving a 30-minute city is to be achieved. It
is Council’s view that the North-South Rail Line joining Rouse Hill to CampbelltownMacarthur via the WSA is the most critical element that will shape the Western City and the
corridor for its construction must be preserved now. It is imperative that this corridor, eastwest links to this corridor, and corridors for the Western Sydney Freight Line, the Outer
Sydney Orbital (motorway and freight rail), and the Leppington to WSA rail link, be preserved
as a matter of urgency.
Secondly, the Council is of the view that the South West Rail Line should be extended
beyond Leppington to directly access the WSA and Aerotropolis and connect with the NorthSouth Rail Line. This link must be complemented with “y” links, one between Glenfield and
Macquarie Fields stations, and the others at the junction between the two lines.
These works must be committed for delivery within the short term, and not delayed for the
purposes of further investigation. They must be treated with urgent priority.
Further, the provision of electrified rail to Wilton New Town is essential, and at least there
must be a commitment to identify and preserve rail, light rail/rapid bus corridors to service
public transport access to the southern areas of the Greater Macarthur Urban Land Release
precinct and the Wilton New Town Precinct, which are currently being planned to
accommodate more than 55,000 new dwellings.
The draft plan states that “Building the foundations of the Western Parkland City will involve
establishing a land use and transport structure which enables the development and growth of
new and existing economic agglomerations.” Creating economic agglomerations, and a new
Western Economic Corridor, as proposed by the draft plan, will only be successful if corridors
for connectivity are preserved now and major transport infrastructure is funded and delivered
at an early stage in the WSA’s development, when businesses are looking to locate near the
airport and access, movement and connectivity patterns are being determined. In particular,
the North-South Rail Line joining Rouse Hill to Campbelltown-Macarthur via the WSA will
catalyse the proposed Greater Sydney’s Western Economic Corridor.
Inter-city and inter-regional transport linkages are also required to ensure that the
metropolitan city cluster and each of the existing centres within this cluster, including
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Campbelltown-Macarthur, can establish a unique role servicing not only the District but also
Australia’s broader economic systems and international opportunities.
Council also seeks commitment to the delivery of the extension of Badgally Road across the
Main Southern Railway Line and into eastern side of the Campbelltown CBD, the Spring
Farm Parkway, and clarification of the future of the Georges River Parkway. The committed
upgrades to Narellan Road, Campbelltown Road and Appin Road (with intersection upgrades
at Menangle Park) need to be delivered immediately to service rapid population growth.
The draft District Plan states that by 2036, the Western Sydney Employment Area will be a
key destination for cargo and to facilitate increases in freight more targeted infrastructure is
required. It also states that consideration will be given to “Duplication of the Port Botany Rail
Line and a dedicated freight line and intermodal terminal for Western Sydney that connects
to the Outer Sydney Orbital will support economic growth, driving employment and
increasing the amount of freight carried on rail that will reduce heavy vehicle trips on the
Sydney Road Network.”
In order for the Western City to be economically independent, this critically ‘enabling”
infrastructure needs to be committed to and delivered rather than simply “investigated”.
Council agrees that the proposed new intermodal in Western Sydney is essential as it will act
as an inland port and strengthen the Western City District’s connections to Port Botany and
Port Kembla, and support container movements by rail in Greater Sydney and beyond.
W8 - Leveraging industry opportunities from the Western Sydney Airport and
Badgery’s Creek Aerotropolis
The Western Sydney Airport and its associated Aerotropolis are considered to be the
economic catalyst for the Western Parkland City, laying at the heart of the proposed Western
Economic Corridor. Council agrees that more jobs and a diversity of jobs are required for the
District and that the WSA and Aerotropolis have a significant role in influencing economic
and employment development, however, other areas and sectors also need to be
considered.
Council notes that the Western Economic Corridor does not extend from the
WSA/Aerotropolis southwards of a position just north of Narellan (as shown on relevant
maps) sufficiently to include Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre. This corridor will be a direct
focus of future large scale economic activity and commensurate government attention.
The strongest point that Council wishes to make in regards to employment is that
employment growth needs to match population growth – this has not historically been the
case. This non-alignment between population growth and local and accessible employment
opportunities needs to be addressed with a commitment by government to adopt a policy
position of creating one new job for every dwelling within the District (both existing and new)
– a ratio of 1:1. This is considered essential to help redress the current under provision of
jobs and consequent social inequity, creating greater self-containment and achieving the
goal of a 30 minute city. Further, the draft District Plan discusses “integrated land use and
transport planning” which, in broad terms, means that not only should housing be integrated
with transport but the land uses should also be integrated with each other and with transport
(particularly public transport) to achieve the ideal of a liveable, productive and sustainable
city.
The draft District Plan discusses potential job creation numbers associated with the
WSA/Aerotropolis and for different areas within the District but only sets actual employment
targets for the key centres. It is imperative that actual job targets for local centres, industrial
areas and other key areas with employment generating potential also be set. This will help
work against any perception that the benefits of the proposed WSA are to be distributed
across the whole of the Western City. Further, the District Plan should be bold and set job
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creation targets for the industries in which the WSA will create opportunities for growth such
as those identified for the Western Parkland City in the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

advanced manufacturing
aerospace and defence industries
agricultural processing and export
construction and infrastructure
transport and warehousing
visitor economy
education and training.

In terms of the key economic sectors identified, health and social services is noticeably
absent and needs to be included as a key sector, particularly given that the Western City
District contains three significant and expanding health and education precincts linked to its
metropolitan centres. Council would like to work with the Commission to further enhance
these opportunities.
These requested job targets also need to be measured at five year intervals and with specific
metrics, much like those local councils will need to report on to demonstrate whether or not
they are meeting jobs targets for metropolitan and strategic centres and key housing targets.
This may go some way towards ensuring that job creation is keeping pace with housing
development.
The full benefits of the WSA, Aerotropolis and its broader economic impacts will only be
realised if the required passenger rail, freight rail and multi-modal road transport is provided
to link these economic catalysts to other key places and facilities within the District, Greater
Sydney and beyond. A commitment needs to be made now to preserving the corridors for the
North-South Rail Line, the extension of the South West Rail Line to WSA and the Outer
Sydney Orbital (including road and potential freight rail lines). A commitment to funding this
infrastructure and a timeframe for its construction and delivery is mandatory.
The narrative on the visitor economy could be expanded to discuss other important visitor
destinations such as the Dharawal National Park, the Georges River Regional Open Space
Corridor, Campbelltown Arts Centre and the Campbelltown Sports Stadium at Leumeah.
Tourist accommodation available in the Campbelltown LGA could also be noted in the
narrative. This section of the draft plan could also be expanded to mention the potential of
medical tourism and education related tourism for international students and their families,
particularly given the fact that the District contains three significant health and education
precincts.
In terms of education and training and the Aboriginal Centre for Excellence in Western
Sydney, there is a significant case that can be made to locate another facility of this nature
within the Campbelltown LGA. The City of Campbelltown and the Macarthur region have a
large indigenous population that could gain significant benefit from such a facility. This facility
would service the southern part of the Western City and support the Aboriginal Pathways
Centre at Campbelltown TAFE which focuses on providing opportunities for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people to learn in a culturally safe environment. The current TAFE
offering includes pre-course planning, Aboriginal career mentoring and coaching, vocational
tutorial learning support, post-course study and career planning, and employment and work
placement support.
The narrative relating to advanced manufacturing refers to a number of sectors which could
leverage from the development of the WSA. Opportunities for advanced manufacturing to
leverage from both the airport and the health and education precincts should also be noted
and explored. There is scope and potential for precision engineering and advanced
manufacturing to develop medical products within the District for use domestically and for
international export.
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This issue is an important matter that Council would like to work with the Commission to be
addressed given the historic and positive legacy of extensive manufacturing areas,
employing significant numbers of people, being located within the District at places such as
the Ingleburn and Minto industrial areas. These manufacturers deserve the pro-active
attention and support of Government in the form of assistance to identify, leverage and
implement new opportunities for transformation into local advanced manufacturing precincts.
The capacity exists in these areas, and is currently underutilised. Again there is a question of
spatial equity and opportunity that must be addressed by the Commission in the first
instance, and not relegate the much needed opportunity to bolster the transformation and
longer term resilience of such areas, to avoid further decline and loss, especially in the face
of new investment by Government seemingly focussed on the Aerotropolis precinct and
Western Economic Corridor.
The draft District Plan also states that “…strategic land use planning needs to respond by
providing a regulatory environment which enables the economic opportunities created by
changing technologies.” In order to facilitate this, councils need to be provided with the
appropriate legislative and policy framework and a more flexible approach to the preparation
of local environmental plans than that currently possible under the restrictive Standard
Instrument LEP. This must be a priority for the Commission to work in partnership with the
Department of Planning and Environment and Council to resolve.
W9 - Growing and strengthening the metropolitan city cluster
The draft District Plan identifies the centre of the Western City District as a cluster of four
centres being the Western Sydney Airport (WSA) and Aerotropolis, CampbelltownMacarthur, Liverpool and Penrith. This is not considered ideal as it is likely that the existing
three centres will their establish identities as strategic regional city centres in their own right.
To this end, it is considered that in addition to being part of the metropolitan city cluster, the
three existing centres should retain their regional city status, which has a stronger and direct
resonance with markets and the broader community.
The draft District Plan acknowledges that “Campbelltown-Macarthur is developing into
Greater Sydney’s newest health and medical hub with research and specialist communitybased care in paediatrics and gastrointestinal disorders.” This acknowledgement is noted
and appreciated. It would assist if the description of the extent of the health and education
precinct and the Collaboration Area be expanded to make reference to Campbelltown CBD’s
main street – Queen Street.
It also states that “The centre has the potential to grow up to 31,000 new jobs…”. It is
understood that this figure reflects the total target of jobs for the centre, with the increase
being in the order of 6,600 to 10,600 new jobs. Council seeks to work with the Commission
to clarify this matter.
In terms of opportunities to generate growth and economic activity stemming from the
Collaboration Area, an additional point needs to be added that states “link the health and
education resources to opportunities for local advanced manufacturing both in and around
the centre and in local industrial precincts.”
The actions and responsibilities relating to the Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre are nonspecific and not tied to delivery time frames. Suggestions for specific enhancements to these
actions are provided in Attachment 6.
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W10 - Maximising freight and logistics opportunities and planning and managing
industrial and urban services land
An increasing population requires increased goods and services and also has the productive
capacity to create economic products for wider distribution. An effective and efficient freight
and logistics system and land for industrial uses and urban services is therefore essential.
The protection of existing employment lands and industrial areas from inappropriate land
uses and from rezoning to create additional housing supply is also paramount.
In discussing industrial land supply the draft District Plan states that land at various locations,
including “…Hurlstone Agricultural College will complement business activities around the
Badgery’s Creek Aerotropolis. Council seeks clarification about whether this refers to the
Agricultural College in its current location at Glenfield or to the College once it has been
relocated to Richmond. If the Glenfield location is being referred to, planning for the Glenfield
Priority Precinct will require a significant economic and employment focus.
The draft District Plan also states that “Further land is proposed to be rezoned for industrial
and urban services…” in a number of locations including the “Greater Macarthur Priority
Growth Area.” Council again seeks clarification of the nature and extent of the proposed
rezonings in this area.
The map titled “Western City District Industrial and Urban Services Land Approaches”
identifies a significant proportion of Campbelltown City’s urban area as being set aside for
industrial and/or urban services land. The map should be reviewed and/or accompanied by
text that clearly explains its purpose, and Council would be happy to assist further with this
item.
The draft Greater Sydney Region Plan and the draft Western City District Plan suggest that it
may be appropriate, in certain circumstances, to consider offices as permissible land uses in
industrial precincts to grow local office markets and support local jobs. Council is not
supportive of this approach being applied to any land within the Campbelltown LGA.
Campbelltown’s existing centres, and particularly Campbelltown-Macarthur, and to a lesser
extent Ingleburn and Glenfield, have the capacity to accommodate significant office
development, potentially in a mixed use scenario, and this type of development would
encourage centre revitalisation and activation. These centres are also highly accessible via
public transport. It is also suggested that Action 49 be reworded to read “Consider office
development in industrial zones only in areas where it does not compromise industrial
activities or affect the viability of existing centres.” The more significant opportunity rests with
the renewal of older industrial precincts such as Ingleburn and Minto by targeted action to
support the take up of existing industrial resources, investment and capacity for advanced
manufacturing to generate and retain local employment.
In terms of freight and logistics, the draft plan notes that the District has the potential to
become a Nationally significant freight and logistics hub via its connections to the National
and Regional NSW transport networks. It is therefore considered appropriate for the District
Plan to detail how the District, its intermodals, airport and freight and logistics capabilities
connect with the road and rail networks (both existing and proposed) not only through the
District but also through Greater Sydney, NSW and the Australia. For instance, the District
Plan could include maps and specific actions illustrating the freight movement network via
both roads and rail links from Port Botany through to the Moorebank Intermodal, the WSA
and to Port Kembla.
W11 - Growing investment, business opportunities and jobs in strategic centres
The important role of second order centres within the Western City District is acknowledged.
Two important locations within the Campbelltown Local Government Area, namely Ingleburn
and Glenfield, have not been identified as having strategic importance.
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Ingleburn, which is located at a central point along the Glenfield to Macarthur Priority Urban
Renewal Corridor, has long been considered as the Campbelltown LGA’s second central
business district and as an important centre serving the central part of the LGA. Ingleburn
has a true “urban village” feel and the potential to develop into a strategic centre for business
and office based commercial development. There is also potential for the centre to become
activated via mixed use development and to develop its own distinctive night time economy
in the existing open forum town centre environment.
Glenfield is located at the northern end of the Glenfield to Macarthur Priority Urban Renewal
Corridor. It has also been identified as a Priority Growth Precinct by the NSW Department of
Planning and Environment. The importance of Glenfield as a location with direct rail linkages
to many parts of Sydney, KSA and potentially to the WSA and its associated Aerotropolis
needs to be acknowledged. Council believes that a review of the positioning of the Glenfield
Centre is required in light of its strategic location and the potential that the centre has for
significant employment development. Further, focus of development on land within the
Hurlstone Agricultural High School site should be for a more appropriate balance of housing
and employment opportunities. Glenfield has substantial economic development potential
that should be complemented by mixed use development opportunities and not just
designated as a commuter dormitory.
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ATTACHMENT 5
Miscellaneous Matters
Council requests that the Commission consider the following matters as part of the
finalisation of the draft plans:
•

Acknowledgement of the existing specific opportunities, assets, events and facilities
that exist within the Campbelltown LGA, as these make a significant contribution
towards liveability and productivity – major District and Region outcomes sought by
both the draft District Plan and the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan.

•

The proposal to allow office development on industrially zoned land is not considered
locally appropriate, where there is often a more significant and justified position to
concentrate such development in centres.

•

All centres along the Glenfield to Macarthur Rail Line, including Leumeah and
Glenfield, should be clearly identified and labelled on the relevant maps.

•

Size, scale, colours and notations on the maps make them difficult to interpret and it is
requested that this be rectified to ensure accurate delivery and understanding by the
community and others of the District Plan’s priorities and actions. Additionally, some
maps contain actual errors and omissions. Council would be happy to discuss these
matters further with the Commission’s staff.

•

It is suggested that a larger scale map atlas (both electronic and hard-copy/printable)
be created for the District to make the maps more useful and enable finer-grain
interpretation of map details and area boundaries.

•

Council would like to assist the Commission in adjusting the map for the CampbelltownMacarthur Centre to include all relevant land on the western side of the railway line,
and to correct a number of errors/anomalies.

•

There is also some concern that the draft Region Plan and the District plans are
identified as not being Government Policy or at the least “proposed” Government Policy
and Council would support the Commission in addressing this matter.
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ATTACHMENT 6
Suggested Actions for Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre
In terms of the action for the Campbelltown-Macarthur Centre (Action 39) it is recommended
that points (a) and (g) be amended to read as follows:
“(a) protect, develop and expand the mixed use commercial centre in and
around Queen Street;
(g)

improve east-west public transport, motor vehicle and pedestrian
connectivity across the main southern railway line.”

The above action should also be augmented by the addition of the following specific actions:
Action

Responsibility

Extend Badgally Road as a multi-mode
transport route across the Main Southern
Railway Line and into the Campbelltown CBD
on the western side of the railway.

Transport for NSW/RMS

Expedite Stage 2 of the Campbelltown
Hospital Upgrade and Expansion.

NSW Health, Infrastructure NSW and Council

Transformation of the Campbelltown Strategic
Centre and Queen Street to create an active,
liveable mixed use centre for the University
City that leverages and builds on opportunities
provided by the growing health and education
precinct.

Council, Greater Sydney Commission, Department
of Planning and Environment

Construct an elevated walkway (and potential
cycleway) linking the eastern and western
sides of the Campbelltown CBD across the
Main Southern Railway Line.

Transport for NSW, Greater Sydney Commission,
Department of Planning and Environment and
Council

Enhancement of the Campbelltown
Centre and heritage precincts.

Council, relevant Federal and State Government
departments and agencies

Arts

Council would appreciate the opportunity to work with the Commission to amend the map
which contains some inaccuracies.
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ATTACHMENT 7
Detailed comments on Liveability Priorities
The draft Western City District Plan estimates that the population of the District will increase
by 464,000 persons by 2036, requiring an additional 184,000 dwellings. It also places an
emphasis on walkability, place based planning and social interaction. It is Council’s view that
an added emphasis needs to be placed on opportunities to work from or close to home – as
this factor alone can greatly improve people’s lives and their ability to balance multi-faceted
responsibilities.
The draft District Plan correctly identifies Campbelltown-Macarthur as a diverse and
distinctive urban centre and Council is actively working to enhance liveability and
opportunities within the centre and throughout the Campbelltown LGA and wider Macarthur
Region.
W3 - Providing services and social infrastructure to meet people’s changing needs
The draft District Plan properly recognises that the area’s population is not only growing but
that the demographic profile of this population is also changing and that the correct services
and social infrastructure need to be provided to address these needs. It notes that children
and young people and older people will form a significant part of the growing population. It
also acknowledges that population growth will have significant impact on demand for sport
and recreation facilities.
The draft District Plan acknowledges that residents require the right local mix of services,
programs, and social infrastructure in walkable neighbourhoods so that they can live socially
connected, active and healthy lives. It also acknowledges the importance of co-locating land
uses and activities (particularly in centres) in improving safety, accessibility and inclusion for
residents and visitors, and opportunities for increased shared use and flexible use of
facilities, and multi-purpose and intergenerational facilities. It stresses the importance of
accessibility (particularly walkability), joint and shared use, improved connectivity, and the
use of streets for community events. Council is supportive of this important narrative.
Council concurs with the draft District Plans’ sentiment that “Integrated and targeted delivery
of services and infrastructure is needed to support growth and respond to the different needs
of population groups.” More innovative ways to use existing facilities and additional new
facilities and services will also be required. Residents will need schools, TAFEs and
universities, diverse housing, walkable neighbourhoods, increased opportunities for cycling
as a connective form of transport, and coordinated and additional health, social and aged
care services, local aged care facilities, respite services and home care.
Council welcomes the opportunity to work with the Commission in working in a coordinated
manner with government departments and agencies to deliver these facilities and services in
an appropriate and timely manner, commensurate with population growth and emerging
needs. Local government also requires additional mechanisms that enable financing of
increasing demands for facilities many which serve not only the local population but also
broader District and Regional populations.
W4 - Fostering healthy, creative, culturally rich and socially connected communities
The draft District Plan states that a multi-faceted and place-based approach, inclusive of
appropriate opportunities for community engagement and participation, is required to deliver
healthy, creative, culturally rich and socially connected communities. Council concurs with
this view and believes that infrastructure, and particularly transport infrastructure, is critically
important in creating great places and making them accessible to all user groups. This
infrastructure can also stimulate both the day time and night time economies within the
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District’s centres and other important places, and importantly generate jobs and/or provide
access to where jobs are located (within the “30 minute city “).
The importance of walkable streets and places, access to diverse open spaces and
opportunities for recreational physical activity are noted and agreed.
The draft District Plan also acknowledges the importance of Aboriginal people, culture and
economic self-determination, the rich and diverse multi-cultural nature of much of the District,
and the importance of the District as home to migrants and refugees from all over the world.
Council holds great respect for its indigenous community –the Tharawal peoples and the
many other cultures that make up our diverse and distinctive community. Council appreciates
that its commitment to being a Refugee Welcome Zone has also been noted.
Opportunities to co-locate artistic and creative organisations, to support creative enterprises,
and to create multi-functional and shared spaces, is also noted as important to the future of
the City of Campbelltown. In terms of the artistic and cultural experiences identified in the
draft District Plan, Council appreciates acknowledgement of the Campbelltown Arts Centre
and would also appreciate acknowledgement of its annual Fisher’s Ghost and Ingleburn Alive
festivals and the Campbelltown Sports Stadium and Club Menangle (Harness Racing Track
and associated facilities). Council believes that these local assets and attractions add, and
will continue to add, significant value to the District and to Greater Sydney.
W5 - Providing housing supply, choice and affordability, with access to jobs and
services
Council supports the draft District Plan’s focus on and position that housing supply, choice
and affordability are important for the future. Council is confident that the City of
Campbelltown has the capacity to achieve its five year housing target of 6,800 new dwellings
in the period between 2016 and 2021. This is consistent with data provided to the GSC by
Council Officers earlier this year. It is also noted that this target is set as a minimum to be
achieved, not an indicator of maximum achievable potential.
Council also understands that it will be likely to be required to:
•
•
•

work with the Commission to determine 6-10 year housing targets
review its current housing strategy and either produce a new local housing strategy or
participate in the preparation of a housing strategy for the District
make some form of contribution towards affordable housing.

Council seeks clarification of the need for it to prepare comprehensive housing targets and a
detailed housing strategy given that almost all or at the least, the majority of significant
growth expected to occur within the Campbelltown LGA will occur within the Greater
Macarthur Priority Growth Area, for which preliminary dwelling yields/targets have already
been established. It is understood that these yields/targets will be reviewed once more
detailed planning has been undertaken.
Council has decided to reserve its comment on the appropriateness of a suggested 5-10 per
cent affordable rental housing target until such time as it has the opportunity to work with the
GSC and the Department to review its current contribution to affordable housing and to
establish whether or not requiring additional supply within the Campbelltown LGA is
equitable, necessary and/or required.
In addition, Council also seeks clarification of whether the preparation of new housing
targets, a housing strategy and mechanisms to address affordable housing will allow it to be
exempted from the provisions of the Affordable Rental Housing SEPP and other relevant
SEPP provisions in as far as they relate to the provision of affordable housing and
particularly boarding houses and secondary dwellings.
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While Council accepts its responsibility to contribute towards Sydney’s future housing supply,
it is mindful of the related resourcing implications and would be appreciative of financial or
other resource based assistance to deliver what is to be required within the specified
timeframes. A review of the current limitations of the developer contributions system should
also be considered to enable councils to better fund community needs. The whole debate
over the various options to deal with infrastructure funding must be brought to a head as
soon as possible to avoid speculation and market uncertainty, thereby adding risk and
pressures on housing and development affordability.
Council also believes that increases in housing supply need to be accompanied by equal
increases in economic and employment opportunities and this position is explored further in
the comments provided on the productivity priorities.
In terms of current housing initiatives and opportunities within the District, the Greater
Macarthur Priority Growth Area which traverses much of the Campbelltown LGA, has the
capacity to provide significant housing stock. Council believes that this significant urban
renewal and land release potential provides a perfect opportunity to balance housing stock
with employment opportunities.
Some land at Glenfield has also been identified as a Priority Precinct and Council seeks to
work with the Commission and the Department of Planning and Environment ensure that a
balanced mix of dwellings and jobs are provided in this strategically located precinct and that
these are supported by a special infrastructure contribution or a similar mechanism to ensure
that productivity liveability outcomes are maximised.
The Commission and Department are also asked to note that Council is currently exploring
opportunities to reimagine the Campbelltown-Macarthur Central Business Precinct and that
part of this project will include opportunities for extensive mixed use development, including
in-centre living.
W6 - Creating and renewing great places and local centres, and respecting the
District’s heritage
Council welcomes the draft District Plan’s acknowledgement that place making occurs at
various levels and that places encompass a wide spectrum of the public realm including
open spaces, streets, centres (including local centres) and neighbourhoods, and that
heritage and character are important in helping to establish local identity. Council concurs
with the statement in the draft District Plan that great places include the following elements:
•
•
•

well-designed built environment
social infrastructure and opportunity
fine grain urban form.

Council agrees that mixed uses, co-located activities, high quality and multi-modal access
and connectivity (including public transport, walking and cycling), activation and opportunities
for social connection and interaction can assist in creating great urban places.
Council also notes and concurs with the importance of place-based planning as one of the
key principles to underpin the development of strategies in Collaboration Areas.
Council is not opposed to the notion raised in the draft District Plan that councils should
consider developing a local centres hierarchy to inform decisions about the unique identity,
size, land use mix, catchment and potential of each centre and to also inform local housing
strategies. Developing this hierarchy will also be useful in determining the appropriateness of
the types and scale of various land uses within different centres. Once again, it will be
resourcing issues that hinder local councils’ ability to develop these kinds of strategic policy
documents in a timely and responsive manner.
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Council would like to work within the Commission to include within the narrative on European
heritage and character there is no mention of Campbelltown’s history and heritage assets.
Campbelltown is a Macquarie Town with Governor Macquarie laying the foundations for the
township in 1820. A number of historic buildings dating back to this early period still exist
within the Campbelltown centre precinct and are important not only locally, but to the District,
Greater Sydney and NSW. Appropriate acknowledgement of these important features would
be both appropriate and appreciated.
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ATTACHMENT 8
Detailed comments on Sustainability Priorities
Council agrees that environmental sustainability is important both now and in the future for
the Western City District and the broader Greater Sydney Region. Identifying the importance
of waterways, urban bushland, urban tree canopy and green ground cover, parks and open
spaces as Green Infrastructure is also supported, but appropriate mechanisms to fund the
acquisition and management of this infrastructure are required to be put into place as soon
as possible.
W12 - Protecting and improving the health and enjoyment of the District’s waterways
The draft District Plan acknowledges the importance of waterways throughout the District but
focuses mainly on one of the three primary waterways being South Creek. While this
waterway is significant to the Western City, The Georges and Nepean Rivers also shape the
landscape and form defining elements for the District. They and other waterways also need
be considered as being important.
There is a focus on improving public access to waterways and foreshores for recreation,
tourism, cultural events and water based transport. Whilst acknowledged as being important
to improve liveability outcomes, access needs to be balanced with ensuring that water quality
and environmental processes are not adversely affected by allowing excessive human
intrusion, particularly into highly sensitive areas, including surrounding riparian and bushland
areas.
W13 - Creating a Parkland City urban structure and identity, with South Creek as a
defining spatial element
The draft plan places significant emphasis on South Creek as a defining component of the
spatial structure of the Western City. Whilst this is acknowledged as being important, funding
and resourcing should not be focused so heavily on this creek and its environs so as to result
in other environmental assets and growth areas within the District becoming disadvantaged.
Council has previously raised its concerns about South Creek with the Minister for Planning
during consultation on the release of land in South Creek West.
W14 - Protecting and enhancing bushland and biodiversity
Protecting and enhancing bushland and biodiversity is important for the future of Sydney, the
District and for each of the local government areas within it. It would be appreciated if
consideration could be given to placing increased focus on the significant National Park,
Nature Reserve, Water Catchment and other high value natural assets located in the
Macarthur Region.
In terms of bushland within the identified Greater Macarthur Priority Growth Area, there
needs to be a commitment not only to bio-banking and bio-certification but also to the
retention of important biodiversity corridors, particularly in Gilead and the surrounding areas
where there is significant pressure to increase lot and dwelling yields and increase
development density. A specific action to address this issue would be welcomed, and
Council would be pleased to speak further to this item in collaboration with the Commission
and the Department of Planning and Environment.
W15 - Increasing the urban tree canopy cover and delivering Green Grid connections
The importance of trees in the urban environment cannot be overstated. Council is
committed to the protection of trees and is investigating mechanisms for inclusion of
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greening and cooling elements within the Campbelltown-Macarthur City Centre as part of its
Reimagining Campbelltown initiative.
Street trees in residential areas are also important, particularly given the decreasing size of
residential lots, the increase in the number of apartments and multi-dwelling developments
and the consequential reduction in numbers of backyards able to accommodate trees. The
resourcing and maintenance burden and the potential safety implications associated with
increased tree numbers in urban areas are however, of concern. Additionally, in older urban
areas, electricity suppliers need to be made aware of the detrimental impact that their
extensive pruning activities have on street trees and their effectiveness in providing urban
tree canopy coverage and mitigating urban heat.
Council is also supportive of the urban Green Grid initiative aimed at linking green spaces
across Greater Sydney. The opportunities surrounding bushwalking trail enhancement and
extension and the Glenfield to Wedderburn Recreation Trail within the Georges River
Recreation Area could significantly increase public access, environmental stewardship and
provides economic development opportunities through increased visitation.
The draft District Plan states that “Councils will lead delivery of the Greater Sydney Green
Grid through land use planning and infrastructure investment mechanisms…”. Council is
committed to developing, enhancing and maintaining green spaces within Campbelltown and
across the District and would appreciate opportunities for recognition and associated funding
support and resourcing from Government in this regard.
The draft District Plan also states that “Where feasible, planning and investment must
consider opportunities for connections across rail lines, roads and other linear infrastructure.”
This approach needs to be mandatory rather than simply a consideration and asset owners
need to be made to work collaboratively and productively with local councils in order to allow
this cross-connectivity to be achieved.
W16 - Protecting and enhancing scenic and cultural landscapes
Scenic and cultural landscapes are an important part of the Western City District and the
Campbelltown LGA. Council appreciates the Commission’s acknowledgement of the
importance of Campbelltown’s Scenic Hills, located between Campbelltown and Camden
and would stress that it is not just the ridgelines of this important landscape element that add
to scenic quality but the overall area and its undulating landscape setting that need to be
valued and protected. It is also considered imperative that measures to link the Scenic Hills
with the Western Sydney Parklands and the Australian Botanic Garden at Mount Annan are
set in place now as specific priorities and set as specific actions within the District Plan. This
action could lead to a regionally distinctive active walking/cycling initiative with significant
visitation and subsequent economic development impacts.
Council would appreciate that that the Dharawal National Park and Georges River Regional
Open Space Corridor are acknowledged along with similar features in the Wollondilly, Blue
Mountains and Hawkesbury LGAs. These are important assets of the Western City and
should be identified as such by the District Plan.
This priority also acknowledges that protecting the scenic and cultural landscape can assist
in preserving links to Aboriginal cultural heritage. This idea could be further strengthened by
inclusion of significant detail and developed into actions that could be readily implemented.
W17 - Better managing rural areas
The draft District Plan discusses the importance of rural areas in terms of their contribution to
habitat and biodiversity, productive agriculture, mineral and energy resources and in
sustaining rural towns and villages. It also refers to the WSA as a catalyst for agricultural
exports from the Region.
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The draft District Plan states that “Urban development is not consistent with the values of the
Metropolitan Rural Area” (MRA) but later on the same page refers to “…limiting urban
development in the Metropolitan Rural Area…”. The intent of the MRA and its relationship
with urban development needs to be clarified.
Further, the draft plan states that some rural-residential and urban development may be
permitted within the MRA if considered appropriate under a place-based planning approach
and this is specifically reflected in this priority’s actions. Council would appreciate clarification
as intensification of non-agricultural related development within the MRA has significant
potential to erode its integrity and result in quasi-urban development that can undermine
agricultural and resource productivity and potential of the area, and adversely affect its
environmental qualities. In addition, the maps which identify the MRA are produced at a
scale and level of detail that creates ambiguity about what land actually constitutes the MRA
and what land falls within the urban area – particularly around the edges. This mapping
needs to be produced at a much more detailed level to enable local government to
accurately interpret and protect the MRA area.
W18 - Delivering high quality open space
The Campbelltown Local Government Area contains a vast network of formal and informal
open space and recreation areas for both active and passive uses. Council has a long
tradition of delivering and maintaining high quality open space and recreation facilities and is
committed to continuing this provision into the future. The growth will place enormous
demands on this provision.
It is also important that in new development areas and in redevelopment areas, enforceable
standards for open space provision are set by Government, in conjunction with input from
local councils, to ensure that developers comply with the provision. The suggestions made
for the provision of open space relevant to planning for urban renewal areas (and
densification) need further discussion with Council. Standards of provision relating to walking
distance parameters whilst optimal, may be difficult to achieve, especially at “in –centre”
locations where little opportunity exists for new open space acquisition. Resourcing such
standards beyond the capacity of development contributions could potentially be prohibitive
in many circumstances, especially in light of other local infrastructure demands driven by
densification.
W19 - Reducing carbon emissions and managing energy, water and waste efficiently
Efficient management of the district in the face of exponential population growth needs to be
managed by ensuring that no further land is rezoned for housing until such time as a
commitment has been made to the delivery of appropriate public transport to meet the needs
of the forecast population. This is the only way to ensure that new development is not totally
car dependent.
The issue of waste management is also critical for the future of Greater Sydney and the
Western City District. According to the Department of Environment and Energy’s Australian
National Waste Report 2016, waste disposal per capita in NSW is increasing on average by
3.3% per annum. Concurrently, the provision of existing waste management infrastructure in
the Sydney Region is dwindling despite ever increasing population and housing growth. The
Sydney Metropolitan Area’s landfill disposal capacity is currently accommodated through two
landfills at Lucas Heights and Woodlawn. In the past decade, putrescible landfill availability in
the Sydney Metropolitan Area has reduced from four facilities to one with the closure of
disposal sites at Belrose, Jacks Gully and Eastern Creek. The Woodlawn facility is located
near Goulburn, approximately 200km from Sydney and accessible by rail only. The Lucas
Heights facility will have exhausted its capacity before or by 2036.
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The Australian National Waste Report 2016 also notes that NSW is attempting to reach a
resource recovery target of 70% by 2021 for Municipal Solid Waste (waste from households),
which currently sits at 59%. Irrespective of when additional resource recovery capacity
becomes available, landfill disposal of contaminants from organics and recycling streams in
addition to normal household waste will always be required.
When the NSW Government privatised WSN Environmental Solutions in 2010/2011, it
removed itself from the provision of a major public and environmental health service. The
private sector has capability in developing and operating the technology required for the
Government to achieve its objectives in reducing carbon emissions, however, the location of
suitable sites has, and will remain, a major impediment to the realisation of a low-carbon
future.
Council considers that the fulfilment of Planning Priority W19 will only be achievable through
a firmer commitment in the District Plan to the identification of land for the purposes of waste
management, reprocessing, re-use and recycling.
W20 - Adapting to the impacts of urban and natural hazards and climate change
Climate change and urban and natural hazards are real and need to be factored into future
planning for Greater Sydney and the Western City District. The capacity of the District to
absorb exponential growth in population and urbanisation does not appear to have been
considered when developing plans for the Western City. Extreme heat, bushfire and flooding
are significant in Western Sydney and specific actions that investigate the impact of these
and other related issues on urban capacity, population health and area liveability need to be
examined before more land is identified, released, rezoned and developed for urban
purposes.
Threats to the District’s biosecurity and exposure to terrorism related activities are also likely
to increase with the development of the WSA, which will potentially and more directly expose
the District and surrounding areas to direct overseas influences. The Federal and NSW
Governments need to develop plans for dealing with these issues quickly, and appropriate
and detailed actions need to be included in the District Plan.
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ATTACHMENT 9
Suggested ideas for proposed Metrics
In terms of the actual metrics put forward in the draft Western City District Plan, it is
considered that these should be more specific and focused on delivery. The following
suggestions are made:
1.

A city supported by infrastructure

Instead of, or perhaps in addition to, measuring how many land use plans are supported by
infrastructure plans, the metric needs to assess how many strategic infrastructure projects
have been committed to, funded, constructed, delivered and become operational within the
preceding year.
2.

A collaborative city

The metric for this direction focuses on measuring the proportion of agreed outcomes
“achieved” in a collaboration area. This should be strengthened by explaining that “achieved”
means delivered on the ground and in operation.
3.

A city for people

While the proposed annual survey of community sentiment is considered useful, this can be
considered to be somewhat subjective and should be complemented by more objective
measures such as whether or not there is an increase in the number of people using specific
facilities and spaces and attendance at events.
4.

Housing the city

Both proposed metrics for this direction rely on local councils delivering housing targets and
affordable rental housing targets. These metrics not only place an unfair burden on local
government but do not take into consideration the role of the private sector and the
economy/property market in determining how many lots or dwellings become available within
a given timeframe. The significance of critical enabling infrastructure also comes into play.
Further, while councils have the capacity to plan for housing delivery, developers and wider
economy as well as local market conditions determine actual land and dwelling uptake and
price points.
5.

A city of great places

The metrics for this direction are focused solely on how many dwellings are within walking
distance of strategic and local centres and open space but do not factor in the quality of, or
the offer available within, the centres or open spaces, or other opportunities, facilities and
services that make places liveable and attractive.
6.

A well-connected city

Both metrics for this direction focus on the number of dwellings that can connect to a
metropolitan centre/cluster or a strategic centre within 30 minutes via public transport.
Additional metrics are required that focus on monitoring connectivity to places outside of
centres, many of which provide substantial opportunities for education, recreation,
entertainment, and employment. There must be metrics that count the number of strategic
transport projects that have been delivered on time and within budget, and improvements in
inter and intra-regional, district and local connectivity that links important places across the
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city – for example public transport that links WSA to the metropolitan city cluster and other
centres.
7.

Jobs and skills for the city

The two metrics respectively measure the growth in jobs in metropolitan and strategic
centres and the number of people employed locally. There also needs to be recognition that
not all jobs are located within higher order centres as industrial areas, local centres, local
schools, home businesses and other out of centre uses are also significant job creators.
Additionally, many land release areas will have their own new local centres that will create
significant local jobs and these also need to be counted.
8.

A city in its landscape

The landscape comprises more than just trees and tree canopy cover but the only metric for
measuring this direction focuses solely on this aspect of landscape. Additional metrics should
also be added that measure the proportion of green area that has been retained/that is not
subject to planning proposals or other redevelopment over the period, the proportion/number
of Green Grid projects that have been delivered, the retention or increase in water quality in
the District’s key waterways, and there is the potential to add many more.
9.

An efficient city

The only metric for this direction focuses on the number of precincts with low carbon
initiatives. However, it is unclear how precincts will be determined. Other measures should
also potentially be added such as the increase in the amount of recyclables per capita and
the reduction in the amount of waste per capita going to landfill.
10.

A resilient city

The sole metric for measuring resilience is to monitor the number of local government areas
undertaking resilience planning. As planning a resilient city requires a whole of government
approach, additional metrics should be added to measure what the Commission, Department
of Planning and Environment and other relevant government departments and agencies are
doing to facilitate the creation of a resilient district, city and region.
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ATTACHMENT 10
Copy of Council’s Submission on the Draft Transport
Strategy 2056
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